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Willow Tit Help Guide Three 
Common Willow Species 
Although there are other willow species and hybrids, this help guide shows the most 

commonly encountered willows in the Carbon Landscape Programme area. All willow 

species have the following common features: - 

1) Willow buds only have one visible bud scale (the scale which covers the outside of 

the bud) 

Willow species 

 

 

 

 

Poplar and Oak species 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Bud scale 

Willow species have single buds, 

each with one bud scale 

Willow species have single 

buds, each with one bud 

scale 

Bud scales 

Poplar species have single buds, but 

each with more than one scale 

Oak species have 

clusters of buds each 

with many scales 
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2) Willows often have catkins between March and May (young willows may not have 

these). Some willow trees are male and some are female. Goat and Grey Willow 

have shorter catkins and Crack and White Willow have longer catkins. Please note 

that some other tree and shrub species also have catkins e.g. Hazel, Alder, Birch 

and Poplar. Please use a tree identification guide for additional information. 

 

 

 

 

 

The size and shape of the willow will depend upon its age, the conditions in which it is 

growing (e.g. light levels, competition from other trees) and also any management such 

as coppicing and pollarding. Willows can be quite variable and they can hybridise with 

each other. New growth sprouting from tree bases or from pollards is not typical. Mature 

willows can be generally split into two categories, those which form large trees and those 

which are smaller trees or shrubs.  The following tables and pictures provide a guide to 

the typical forms and characteristics of willows which are common within the Carbon 

Landscape Programme area. 

 

  

Male catkins Female catkins 
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Crack Willow (Salix fragilis var fragilis) 

Size Large tree when mature. 
Habit Often leans or falls. Branches 

often break. Quite brittle. Twigs 
snap off easily. 

Bark Dark brown. Fissured with rugged 
criss-cross ridges. 

Twigs Bud long and pressed flat against 
the twig (adpressed). Twigs and 
buds hairless. 
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White Willow (Salix alba) 

Size Large tree when mature (up to 
30m). 

Habit Often grows next to water. 
Bark Dark grey. Fissured with rugged 

criss-cross ridges. 
Twigs Hairy young twigs. Hairy buds. 

Silky hairs. 
 

 

 

 

 

Weeping Willow (Salix x sepulchralis) 

Size Large tree when mature (up to 
24m). 

Habit Broad tree with weeping 
branches. 

Bark Grey / brown with shallow ridges. 
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Goat Willow (Salix caprea) 

Size Small tree when mature (up to 10m). 
When younger can be more shrub-like. 

Habit Usually (but not always) has a trunk (or 
trunks). 

Bark Grey when younger. Diamond shapes 
develop as the willow ages and when 
mature the bark becomes more fissured 
and develops shallow criss-cross ridges. 

Twigs Twigs greenish brown when young, 
generally hairless but may be slightly hairy 
initially (this wears off quickly). Buds quite 
rounded (not as long as Crack or White) 
variable in colour (can be yellow, reddish 
or greenish brown). Twigs wider and buds 
larger than Grey Willow. 
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Grey Willow (Salix cinerea) 

Size Typically grows as a shrub (up to 10m).  
Often has many stems near ground level 
and (usually) no long clear trunk. 

Habit Shrubby. 
Bark Old bark becomes flaky. 
Twigs Twigs and buds covered in very short hairs. 

Twigs narrower and buds smaller than 
Goat Willow. The youngest growth may 
show some green colour in the twigs but 
unlike Goat Willow the green colour will 
not be found in the older (second year 
growth). 
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Other possible species 

Osier Willow (Salix viminalis) - often grown as pollards, used for willow weaving and living 

sculptures 

Almond Willow (Salix triandra) - peeling bark showing orange coloured under-bark, 

planted species grown for basket weaving 

Bay Willow (Salix pentandra) – uncommon 

Eared Willow (Salix aurita) - uncommon 

 

END OF INFORMATION 


